Your One Stop Roofing Shop

• no warping, twisting or rotting
• adaptable to double brick, steel
or timber stud wall construction

• lightweight

MASTERTRUSS


- MASTERS OF

Roofmart continues to be at the forefront of

innovation in the steel building product industry
with the introduction of their Mastertruss roof
framing system to the Australian market.

Growing concerns over the sustainability of existing timber frame housing,
added to increased public awareness of the associated problems, such as
termite damage and combustibility, have in recent times resulted in a
switch to steel roof framing.
Steel does not exhibit the same problems of warping, twisting and rotting
due to environmental change and is a much lighter system that maintains
its form and can be relied on to stand the test of time. Add to that the
design versatility of steel and it’s no wonder that the landscape of
Australian building systems is changing.

Strength
A unique feature of the Mastertruss system not seen in other designs is that
the sections incorporate fluted surfaces which exhibit far superior strength
than other similar flat faced designs of the same dimensions.

Technology
Roofmart is able to provide a complete roof framing service and have a
team dedicated to this exciting new concept. With its high tech computergenerated design, quotation, manufacture and tracking system, Roofmart
is able to offer total project management for complete peace of mind.

INNOVATION
Precision
Manufacture of the sections is carried out in-house by
dedicated rollforming machines linked by computer to a
central point. Complete cutting lists for entire house roof
frames are downloaded directly to the factory floor.
The rollformers manufacture the components to precise
tolerances and will automatically notch and punch the
sections, then print the component number on each length
to allow ease of fabrication. A truly innovative system
second to none.

Versatility
The Mastertruss system is adaptable to double brick, steel
or timber stud wall construction and can be supplied in a
number or formats to suit a variety of end users.
No matter what method is preferred, the Mastertruss system
will prove a fast and extremely cost effective solution to
your roof framing needs.

Switch to

Steel Frame Roofing
Growing concerns over sustainability of
existing timber frame housing, added to public
awareness of the associated problems, are changing
the public’s opinion.
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No termite or borer problems
Reduced fire risk
Will not shrink, warp or twist
A much lighter and stronger roof
construction

supply the complete
roofing service:
• Quote
• Design & Manufacture
• Precision Fabrication
• Delivery
• Installation
Division of

Of course, it doesn’t stop at the roof truss. Roofmart is able
to provide in house the total package to complete the job,
incorporating - fascia, roof sheeting, barge and ridge
capping, gutters, downpipes and even roof tiles.
All this comes together to make Roofmart the ultimate one
stop shop for all your roofing needs.

The Experts in
Roof Frame Systems
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• fluted surfaces provide
superior strength
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